CHARITABLE FLIGHT NOTIFICATION

Supporting the Nationwide Community of Charitable Aviators

To: __________________________________ Fax #: ____________________

FBO or Airport Facility

From: Angel Flight® Central, Inc. ®
Phone: 816-421-2300
Fax: 816-421-2409

Angel Flight® Central, Inc. is a member organization of the Air Care Alliance and the Air Charity Network; public benefit flying organizations that support a nationwide community of volunteer pilots and charitable aviators assisting those in need of long distance air transportation for medical or humanitarian purposes.

This waiver is to request public benefit allowances for the following aircraft flying a medical or humanitarian mission.

Tail #: ______________________ A/C Type: ____________________

Pilot Name: _________________ Scheduled Arrival Date: ___/___/___

Pilot Call Sign ID: NGF4__ _ AFC Flight number: _____________

Authorized by:
Michelle Kane,
AFC Flight and Outreach Director

The FAA has assigned “NGF” for use on charitable aviation flights to assist in identifying flights that are for medical or humanitarian missions. NGF4 is designated to Angel Flight Central.